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The Basics



You may find your ancestors in:

• Obituaries
• Marriage announcements
• Birth announcements
• Social Pages
• Sports Pages
• Advertisements
• News Articles





North Adams, MA: May 23, 1933

We are not operating a nudist colony.

But a secluded vacation center where people may go naked. There is a distinction.

If there’s a distinction – it’s too fine for my legal mind.  You can commune with nature all you want 

as long as you wear some clothes.

Riverside count won’t stand for nudism.

















Your Account





Basic And Advanced Search
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Constructing a Good Search



What you need to know to construct a good search.

Newspaper searches are based on OCR technology – which 
means they are text searches.

It is more like a google search than a typical search on 
Ancestry.com or other genealogy sites.



On Ancestry.com and similar sites when you search in a census, 
you can identify pieces of data:

• First Name: Otto
• Last Name: Payne
• Birth Date: 1923
• Residence: North Carolina



So on Newspapers.com, you want to search for the name

• Otto
• Payne

For dates, use a lifespan

• 1923 – 2010

And use papers from a place to limit location:

• Residence: North Carolina







Try name variations:

• Otto Payne

• Otto Baxter Payne

• Otto B Payne



Look outside of known locations.

Benjamin Matchett Donald died in Texas in 1881.

He was born in Lexington, Virginia.





Browsing



See what is available for your area in a specific time frame

Also useful to find obituaries and marriage announcements
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Clippings





























Obituaries





















Searching With A Map























Case Study: Weaving the World into your 
Story





My grandmother was living in Kings Mountain, NC helping to raise 
her brothers and sisters.
Her parents had died in the 1920’s. 

I couldn’t find a newspaper for Gastonia or Charlotte, but I did find 
High Point, NC which is less than a 100 miles away.

That Sunday of December 7th, 1941  was cold, but Monday was 
expected to be nicer. 



The world was concerned about the Russians battle with the Nazi’s. 

FDR was sending messages to the “Jap Ruler.” 

The paper was full of peril but it was all somewhere else.

On that cold, clear day, the family no doubt put on their Sunday best and went to church, probably praying for a world seemingly gone 
mad. 



That afternoon, before 1pm on the east coast, the Japanese had begun their attack on Pearl Harbor.

It is easy to imagine families gathered around the radio waiting for information on what had happened, wondering what was coming
next. The evening newspaper, (remember when newspapers were published twice a day?) delivered the news:



The paper was full of late 
bulletins and initial reports.

Was Manila bombed? How 
many planes did the 
Japanese use? Would they 
attack again? Would the 
United States declare war?

Imagine waking up that 
clear cold Sunday morning 
planning what you would 
wear to church and going to 
bed with the knowledge 
that war had come to 
America



By the afternoon of the 8th, 
with 3,000 casualties, with 
serious destruction of the 
Navy, the Senate and the 
House joined together and 
voted for the U.S. was at 
war. There was only one 
dissenter. 



By the 9th, those in New 
York City had been put on 
alert when two air alarms 
went off around noon, 
expecting that they were 
about to be attacked. 

Even in rural North Carolina 
there was likely a lingering 
fear that they were not safe. 

The Japanese assumed that 
they would be joined by the 
Nazi’s in their declaration of 
the war on the U.S.

In a mere 48 hours, daily 
life, life itself had changed. 



Every day newspapers delivered 
another new screaming 
headline. By the 10th, Germany 
and Italy had declared war on 
the U.S.

What was the family thinking?
My four great uncles: Floyd, age 
31; Tommy, age 28; Robert, age 
26; and Otto, age 18; would 
serve in World War II.

What were they thinking as they 
read those initial reports? By the 
10th of December, editorials and 
editorial cartoons were already 
resolute in their desire for 
victory

The newspapers were still full of 
society gossip, movie ads, Christmas 
shopping specials and ideas were in 
the pages. 

It is easy to believe that those items 
were not consumed with the same 
interest and enthusiasm.

It is hard to believe that the thought 
of Christmas held the same idea of 
magic and delight that 
year. Preparing for the war effort 
had already started



Learn more about your family



Eva and Ava





Land descriptions



Society Columns



Jobs Available



What do things 
cost?



What about rent 
and the cost of a 
home?



What movies did 
they watch?





African Americans 
were sometimes 
discussed in a 
different area of the 
newspaper.



What were 
weddings like?



What Should You Remember?
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• You are doing text searches not fielded searches

• Try variations of spellings and order

• Start your searches in locations 

• Look for topics
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